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The internet is increasingly used as a means of disseminating maps and spatial data. Some aspects of this
can be achieved using standard internet tools, but specialised tools for Serving and Browsing maps and
spatial data have become available. These tools allow improved, more appropriate, facilities for han-
dling spatial data and maps, particularly in allowing greater interaction with the maps or data. This
paper compares three Internet Web Map Server packages produced by leading GIS suppliers. It is found
that the approach taken by all three systems to serving and viewing maps is quite different.

Introduction

The principle purpose of this article is to discuss the

comparative merits of three Internet Map Server software

packages provided by major vendors. The packages evalu-

ated are Autodesk’s Map Guide Release 4.0, ESRI’s

MapObjects IMS Version 2.0 and Intergraph’s Geomedia

Web Map Version 4.0. The focus is on the technical and op-

erational issues related to the convenience of creating and

maintaining the delivery of map services of each package.

A little background to Mapping on the Web

It is not intended to give detailed background of the use

of the Internet and how it may be used for distributing maps.

For more information on the principles of mapping on the

Internet readers are directed to the recently published ‘Web

Cartography’ edited by Kraak & Brown (2000). The inten-

tion here is to give only sufficient background information

to place the evaluation of the Web Map Servers into context.

The Internet is based on the Transmission Control Pro-

tocol / Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) standard, which first

establishes a connection between two computers as a desti-

nation and a source, or a client and a server. At the server,

the requested data is divided into ‘packets’ addressed and

sent to the client. Neither the server or client are concerned

with the route the packets take. At the client computer, the

original data file is reassembled from the packets; in the un-

likely event that any of the packets do not reach their

destination, the source is asked to send it out again.

In fact, as the Internet has developed the basic cli-

ent/server architecture described above has developed into

a network of computers, software and data in three layers:

the client, the middleware; and the server tiers, as shown in

Figure 1. These three layers merit fuller descriptions:

� The client tier contains the communication tools
needed, such as Web browsers or map clients (viewers

& editors), which access, request and present informa-
tion from the middleware and server tiers. The client
program processes and validates user requests and man-
ages local resources.

� Middleware consists mainly of the Web Server and ap-
plications capable of classifying and answering client
requests. The Web Server communicates with the server
tier, specifying user requests, and waits for application
responses. Here, data files in the form of text, graphics,
multimedia, etc., are collected and transmitted back to
the client tier.

� The server tier is where applications receive user re-
quests from the middleware and respond accordingly.
These applications can range from simple search en-
gines for general use to specially designed spatial and
mapping applications. In the case of spatial querries a
search of a spatial database is carried out and the re-
sponse will be an image, a stream of vector data (which
can be symbolised for viewing), or a table of values.

Figure 1: Three Tiers of Internet Interaction (After

ESRI, 1998).

Requirements for Web Map Servers

Trying to sort out the various possibilities and require-

ments for the delivery of maps on the Web is complicated,

involving various technical and operational issues in addi-

tion to meeting perceived user requirements. Typical

classifications of Web maps define static maps, interactive

maps and dynamic maps in some way. In the current context

however, it is appropriate to consider what the server may

be expected to provide. There are five main possibilities, al-
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though often these overlap and a particular sever or

client/sever combination may be capable of meeting sev-

eral of these requirements.

1 Distributing static, previously prepared maps in
relatively limited quantity. This is similar to many
Web services and may not need a specifically map
enabled Web server. Maps will typically be stored in
raster format and embedded in HTML pages like
any other graphic. Plugins (downloadable exten-
sions to Web browsers) may allow animated map
sequences to be displayed.

2 Providing maps with which the user can inter-
act. This may range from basic operations, such as
the ability to pan and zoom around the image, locate
a particular location or click on a hot spot, to more
sophisticated interaction in selecting layers to dis-
play, or customise symbolisation. In this case it is
likely that a Map Web server will be required. Maps
can be served back to the client in either raster or
vector form, although for many forms of interaction
the data must exist in vector form, regardless of the
format that the resulting map is served in. Maps will
be embedded in HTML documents or served as an
Active X or Java application.

3 Providing on-line spatial analysis, where appro-
priate tools, such as those typically found in GIS,
allow the user to query a database and have the re-
sulting map displayed. Depending upon the
particular software package(s) and required analy-
sis, the actual spatial analysis may be carried at the
server or the client side. (There are various argu-
ments for and against each approach, but these go
beyond the scope of this article).

4 As with (3) above, but with the capability of in-
tegrating data from a number of sources (databases).
This will require the server to directly access nu-
merous spatial data formats.

5 Providing spatial data to users, rather than
maps as images. In this case a map based interface
may be required with which to represent the avail-
able data and to assist the user in determining their
requirements, although the product sent to the client
will be a data file, not a map. It is likely that such a
server will also be required to interact with a num-
ber of source databases and be able to both interact
with and transmit data in a variety of formats.

In addition to these considerations about Web site pur-

pose, there are several other issues to be considered when

establishing a Web map server if the site is to operate suc-

cessfully.

A Web Map Server needs to be scaleable, that is, it

needs to be capable of handling cases when large numbers

of concurrent users request information. In some cases Map

Servers are little more than Web enabled developments of

desktop GIS and are not suited to such demands. Factors to

assess in determining this scaleability include: the need for

the system to be ‘threaded’, that is, when different parts of

the application can work simultaneously; the amount of

memory required when the application starts to operate; and

the additional system resources required for each additional

request to the system. Obviously a threaded application

with small initial memory demand and low additional sys-

tem resources for each request is the most desirable.

It is important to be able to make use of distributed re-

sources existing on remote servers and computers. This

means that instead of all the data being concentrated on one

server, vector spatial files, images and databases may be on

separate dedicated servers supporting the Map Server. Such

a distributed implementation provides potentially greater

flexibility and efficiency.

The ease of installation and continued administration

of the Map Server is a further issue. While many software

vendors assure easy and straightforward installation, in

practice this is not always the case, particularly as setting up

a Web site involves more than just installing the Map Server

software. Also, to maintain and administer a Web Sever is

not a simple task. Usually extensive programming knowl-

edge is required to develop mapping applications, grant

rights to users, create effective Web pages, connect to multi-

ple databases, etc. This may require specially trained or

qualified individuals if powerful, flexible and functional

solutions are to be achieved.

Cartographic considerations are also important. Many

of the Web Mapping applications follow a similar approach

to cartographic presentation of similar GIS, which has, on

many occasions, been criticised by cartographers. Where

existing, stored, maps are distributed via the Web, map ap-

pearance will not be determined by the Map Server. With

‘live’ maps created interactively, cartographic control is

more important. It is clear that cartographic issues are not a

high priority of most software vendors. Given that many of

the basic problems of spatial data interoperability have been

resolved, more effort could be focused on cartographic con-

trol. This is an area where cartographers need to become

more involved.

Client side requirements

While the emphasis here is on Web Map Servers, a few

comments must be made about client side software. The ba-

sic requirement is a Web browser, such as Microsoft

Internet Explorer or Netscape Navigator. These can support

many required functions and standard HTML or Dynamic

HTML coding can handle events such as clicks on the map

extent or surrounding frame for navigation purposes or spa-

tial selection. For more advanced interaction, dedicated

programs and functions are required which can be achieved

by the addition of plug-ins or by using independent

stand-alone programs. Some stand-alone programs may

also run in conjunction with a standard browser. Often, it

seems, the client side requirements and configuration will

differ depending upon the choice of browser.

Generally, the more functional the Map Client be-

comes, the more sophisticated and demanding it becomes.

Standard Web browsers are adequate for the general user

with no specialist knowledge and relatively straight for-

ward requirements, who just want a suitable map displayed.

Standard browsers with plug-ins, Java applets or Javascript

allow more advanced search and dedicated functionality,

but require additional downloading and more computing

power. Stand-alone map based client programs are typically

the most effective for spatial search, data retrieval and spa-
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tial analysis. However, they do tend to require the most

computing power and memory. Despite these differences in

processing demands, a very significant aspect of speed of

service delivery will depend upon the way in which the ser-

vice is being accessed, such as modem, ISDN, LAN, etc.

Response times will influence users’ perception of interac-

tive capabilities (or lack of), even if they are technically

available.

The systems evaluated

There is an increasing number of mapping software

packages which offer Web Mapping capabilities. Most ma-

jor players in the GIS and mapping software marketplace

now offer systems with varying levels of facilities. While

ideally a wide range of these should be tested and com-

pared, due to practical limitations on time and cost, three

systems from major suppliers, which were either available

for free trial download or supplied free on an evaluation ba-

sis, were used in the evaluation. A further system was

provided by one vendor for evaluation, but was not avail-

able in time to be included in this study. The products

evaluated are: Autodesk MapGuide Release 4.0; ESRI

MapObjects IMS Version 2.0; and Intergraph GeoMedia

Web Map Version 4.0. A brief introduction to each of these

systems is given below.

Autodesk MapGuide Release 4.0

Autodesk MapGuide is a complete suit of products

(Figure 2) which includes MapGuide Server, MapGuide
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Figure 2 : Overview of MapGuide software components (after Autodesk MapGuide User’s Guide (1999), p. 10).



Author and MapGuide Viewer. MapGuide Server is the

control centre of the suite and is the main focus of the evalu-

ation. Using it, the total administration of map services and

data can be configured. MapGuide Author allows the cre-

ation and distribution of maps that will be published on the

Internet. MapGuide Viewer is a client plug-in that permits

browsers to display and add mapping functionality to the

browser.

In addition to these three main programs, three addi-

tional components are provided to assist in map creation.

MapGuide Spatial Data File Loader (SDF Loader) con-

verts a wide range of spatial data file formats to the

AutoDesk proprietary Spatial Data File (SDF) format that is

required to create Map Window Files (MWF) that will be

served to the client. MapGuide Raster Workshop con-

verts most popular raster formats to the required Tagged

Image File Format (TIFF). Finally, MapGuide SDF Com-

ponent Toolkit is a custom-editing tool for reading and

writing Spatial Data Files (SDF), Spatial Index Files (SIF)

and Key Index Files (KIF) and provides object by object

control over SDF contents.

ESRI MapObjects Internet Map Server Version 2.0

MapObjects IMS is an Internet enabling extension to

MapObjects. MapObjects is ESRI component software

that adds mapping and GIS capability to Windows applica-

tions. Using MapObjects IMS, mapping applications can be

developed as stand alone programs, HTML-based inter-

faces or Web-enabled products. It consists of (or is

associated with) a number of components described below

and illustrated in Figure 3.

IMS Administrator is used to control

Internet-enabled map services. The IMSLaunch tool starts

and stops Internet services on local or remote machines.

The IMSCatalog tool catalogues the list of mapping appli-

cations of the Internet provided services. There are also

developer controls, such as Weblink.ocx and MO10.ocx

which enable mapping applications to work on the Internet.

ArcExplorer may be used in conjunction with

MapObjects as a map creating, editing and viewing tool.

Spatial data files can be viewed, symbology specified and

ArcExplorer Project Files (.aep) created. ArcExplorerX

(AEX) is an AcitveX control which enables the serving of

maps to dynamic, interactive Web clients.
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Figure 3 : ESRI MapObjects IMS components (after ESRI MapObjects IMS Installation Guide (1998), p. 7)



Intergraph GeoMedia Webmap Version 4.0

The key component of GeoMedia Webmap is

Geomedia WebMap Administrator which includes both

the map serving facilities and the map authoring facilities.

Intergraph do provide a (free) viewer, Geomedia Viewer,

but this is not required to support viewing of GeoMedia

WebMap output at the client. In order to allow data from a

variety of sources to be mapped and published, Geomedia

Data Servers are key components. These data servers link

in different ways to various native format GIS and database

files, allowing GeoMedia Webmap to act as a hub to a num-

ber of sources. The data from these sources is associated

with a Geomedia Map Definition File (MDF) and served

to the client as an ActiveCGM file (vector) or JPEG file

(raster) (Figure 4).

Hardware and software requirements and in-

stallation of servers

The hardware and software environment in which a

Web site is established can vary greatly and may make a sig-

nificant difference to Web site performance and

administration. In the simplest situation the Web site can be

dependent on only one machine, whereas in others there

may be complex interaction between separate and remotely

located machines. Clearly, in the latter case administering

and securing a Web site is likely to be more demanding. In

the current study, only single machine implementations

have been evaluated.

For all three evaluations an Intel Pentium Celeron

366MHz PC with 64Mb of RAM was used for the server. A

somewhat lower specification Pentium II 233MHz PC was

used as a Web Client. The initial intention was to use Win-

dows NT Server 4.0 as the server operating system,

however for various reasons Windows NT Workstation 4.0

was used as the server operating system for the evaluation

of MapObjects IMS and MapGuide. For the evaluation of

GeoMedia Web Map, due to experiencing some problems

with NT 4.0 (not related to GeoMedia), Windows 2000 Pro-

fessional was used. This is the successor to Windows NT

which can run on stand alone machines or on networks of

varying size.

An Active Web Server is the core of any Web site. It

provides and manages Internet connections, manages secu-

rity of the Web site, handles client requests and delivers

them to the appropriate map or other Web services, inside or

outside the Web site. All three Map Servers support

Microsoft Internet Information Server (IIS) with

MapGuide and MapObjects IMS also supporting Netscape

Enterprise Server. In fact, for the two evaluations carried

out using NT Workstation, the bundled Microsoft Peer Web

Server was used. This combination of NT Workstation and

Peer Web Server is a lightweight solution compared to NT

Server and IIS, but, despite not being explicitly supported

by the Map Servers, no problems were encountered with

this configuration. For a busy Web site with many concur-

rent users it would not be recommended. For Windows

2000 Professional the appropriate version of IIS was in-

stalled.
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Figure 4. The GeoMedia Web Map publishing process (after Intergraph (2000)).
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Internet browser software is required on both the server

and client sides in order to access the Web Map services.

Both Microsoft Internet Explorer and Netscape Navigator

browsers were used which were fully compatible with all

three Map Servers. There are differences in how these two

browsers operate, particularly in the manner of their exten-

sion to handle mapping applications. Navigator uses

plug-ins and Java applications, whereas Explorer uses

ActiveX controls.

All three Web Map Server packages were easy to in-

stall with sufficient information being provided in the

associated documentation. Once the Map Server software is

installed, configuration of both Web and Map servers is re-

quired in order that they function and collaborate properly.

Although step-by-step instructions are provided, in order to

properly understand the reasons for the various settings and

when and why to change the default settings, it is recom-

mended that at least some knowledge is available about

network configuration, database administration and IIS

management. Some points of particular interest in the in-

stallation and configuration process are noted below.

MapGuide provides two Server agents that act as the

interface between the Peer Web Server (or IIS) and the

MapGuide Server. These agents receive and respond to user

requests for map data. Depending on the map service pro-

vided and the custom application utilised, one agent may be

preferable to the other. Both agents were tested during the

evaluation and worked satisfactorily. As Peer Web Services

were used instead of IIS there were some minor differences

in the Web sever configuration.

MapObjects IMS provides three Dynamic Link Li-

braries (.dll) to install, depending on the choice of Web

Server (Microsoft, Netscape or UNIX). When IMSLaunch

and IMSCatalog are used for the first time some simple con-

figuration is needed in order to establish proper

communication linkage with the Web Server. IMSLaunch

prepares the Web Server to accept the mapping services and

requests, and registers them all with the DLL and

IMSCatalog. IMSCatalog keeps a record of the IMS map

services and checks the system resource availablility, such

as communication ports, active applications, etc. Both

IMSLaunch and IMSCatalog are in-memory processes and

need to be started prior to IMS Administrator. Both need to

be assigned to an Internet communication port (TCP) giv-

ing the name, IP address and type (Microsoft, Netscape, or

UNIX) of the Web Server. They also need to be configured

for the expected site loads when answering user requests.

After their initialisation IMSLaunch and IMSCatalog can

be started either manually or automatically.

Geomedia Web Map requires some steps to be com-

pleted prior to installing the Map Server. The installer must

have system administrator privileges to be allowed to set

certain parameters. In order to connect with various data-

bases it is necessary to install Open Database Connectivity

(ODBC) drivers, Microsoft Data Access (MDAC) 2.5 or

higher, or Intergraph’s Relational Interface System (RIS) as

necessary. After installing, but before running GeoMedia

Web map for the first time the following must be completed:

configure Internet Information Services (creating virtual

directories; configuring IIS to Allow Out of Process Com-

ponents; adding CGM MIME type for Netscape); set up

Geomedia Web Map services (setting the maximum num-

ber of map servers, setting the virtual cache, setting the Log

file directory); start Geomedia Web Map service. Technical

knowledge of system administration and further reading of

the Geomedia Web Map documentation will be necessary

to make best use of the administrative tools, such as Local

and Remote Data configurations, special access consider-

ations, etc.

Map authoring tools

Installing the authoring tools is a simple task. Gen-

erally, the only information required is the correct directory

for installation. MapGuide Author requires a serial number

and authorisation code, whereas ArcExplorer is provided

free and requires no special authorisation. GeoMedia Web

Map uses the Administrator module to develop and edit

map definitions rather than a separate authoring tool. Only

brief descriptions of the map authoring process is given

here as the overall emphasis on the server aspects.

MapGuide Author

MapGuide Author is a dedicated, stand-alone client ap-

plication used to create and modify maps for Internet

distribution. It requests data from the MapGuide Server

during the map creation process. This configuration has two

consequences: i) only authorised users in an authoring

group have access rights to serving spatial and tabular re-

sources; and ii) distributed datasets can be combined

whatever their physical location. MapGuide Author saves

the map files created in a publishing virtual directory and

enables the Server to distribute them. The basic authoring

process is outlined in Figure 5 and described below.

Figure 5 : A simplified diagram of the MapGuide Au-

thor editing procedure.

MapGuide Author combines vector and raster files,

along with attribute data and creates Map Window Files

(MWF). Each MWF contains all the attribution and graphi-

cal details of a given map including: i) map extent,

co-ordinate system and projection information; ii) specifi-
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cations of the display layers; and iii) map server display

configuration information, such as menus, tools and leg-

ends available. Once a MWF has been created it can be

imbedded in a Web page or linked to directly by means of an

URL. When accessed, the Web browser loads MapGuide

Viewer to display the map. MapGuide Author offers a large

set of world, international and national co-ordinate systems

and projections to choose from.

Maps created with MapGuide Author can be printed or

pasted (via the clipboard) into other applications. Print pre-

view and page setup capabilities are provided, which

enables the map to be printed at a specific scale. MapGuide

Author allows the map creator to select which of the full

range of tools should be included in each MWF, allowing

control over the facilities available to the client. Maps can

also be secured by restricting access rights through

username and password control.

ArcExplorer

According to ESRI, Arc Explorer is a spatial explora-

tion tool capable of creating and viewing Internet mapping

applications and retrieving data from Map Servers. It is de-

veloped using MapObect components and has a

user-friendly interface similar to ArcView. It is available

free from the ESRI Web site.

ArcExplorer can access local and Internet-enabled

mapping projects and themes which have been created as

ArcView Shapefiles, Arc/Info coverages, Spatial Data En-

gine (SDE) layers and a wide range of raster files. Once

these are imported, a new project file is saved over which

the author retains full control. The project file has a descrip-

tion of the combined data files and the display options and

symbology set by the author, but they do not store the origi-

nal data. ArcExplorer relies upon a rectangular

representation of co-ordinates and/or the graticule. An out-

line of the authoring procedure is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 : A simplified diagram of the ArcExplorer edit-

ing procedure.

Common navigation tools are provided within

ArcExplorer, allowing pan and zoom. The map display can

also have a scale bar, which activates a co-ordinate readout

on the screen. Display of themes can be scale dependent,

but there are some limitations on setting the scale range ac-

curately. ArcExplorer includes a powerful Query Builder

which allows the end user to execute a range of queries and

have the results displayed. The display can be saved as a

.BMP file or exported to other applications via the clip-

board. Maps may be printed, but the only options available

are selection of the printer and the addition of a title.

Geomedia Web Map

The Administrator module of Geomedia Web Map is

also used to create maps. Map are created in the industry

standard Active Computer Graphics Metaf i le

(ActiveCGM) or JPEG formats. An ActiveCGM display

has intelligent graphics capabilities. It can contain vector
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and raster data, tooltips, hotspots and programmable ac-

tions associated with Windows events on map features.

Feature display, symbology and behaviour can all be con-

trolled by display scale. Users can click on features and

have associated attribute information displayed.

ActiveCGM maps are only compatible with Windows

based systems. JPEG files are more client neutral (i.e. they

can be displayed with Unix or Mac’ clients), but don’t have

the full range of interactive capabilities.

The Administrator module is used to create Map Defi-

nition Files (MDF) which define most of the parameters

used to create output maps for the Geomedia Web Map

server. The basic process is illustrated in Figure 7.

If creating a new map Administrator provides a guide

through the initial steps of defining the general map proper-

ties and making initial connections to the data warehouse.

Once these steps have been completed further tasks may in-

clude defining: additional data warehouse connections;

Feature Sets; Display Rules; Feature Views; Display

Thresholds; Display Sets; and AutoScale Rules. These

steps are normally carried out in the order indicated, al-

though if editing an existing MDF the tools can be accessed

in any order.

In addition to the Geomedia Web Map Author tools,

Web page designers can also enhance the final output with

the full range of Web development tools such as HTML,

DynamicHTML, Java, etc., and some of the MDF settings

can be over-ridden using Active Server Pages (ASP). This

allows Geomedia Web Map to retain important flexibility

and the combination of the Administrator tools with ASP

provides a powerful combination in producing ActiveCGM

features within maps.

The server side – publishing maps

MapGuide

The MapGuide Server Admin program is used to per-

form operational and/or administration tasks. The

MapGuide Server facilities operate in a manner similar to

any other Windows NT services which means that its

startup type (automatic, manual or disabled) can be config-

ured from the NT Services tool in the NT Control Panel.

The Server can also be started or stopped within the Server

Admin program. MapGuide Server itself provides no tools

for monitoring available or existing map services: the Map

Window Files can however be viewed using Windows Ex-

plorer.

The Properties menu of Server Admin provides several

tuning controls which allow the operator to:

� Define data file (raster & vector) directory search
paths.

� Manage Map Server security by means of provid-
ing classical username/password access which
can be map embedded, layer-dependent or time
sensitive, with different rights assigned to differ-
ent users or user groups.

� Create connections to ODBC data sources which
link to map services.

� Monitor the MapGuide Server status and perfor-
mance by creating log files which may be viewed.

Using the MapGuide Viewer most of the functions of

MapGuide Author will be available to the client except the

editing, authoring and security ones. Web map serving doc-

uments can be designed in many ways using the API

environment. Such an implementation allows Dynamic

HTML pages to be served, which are adapted to the user’s

requests. Part of these documents can support navigation

controls, specialised spatial queries and results, in a report

like format as well as the map display. The extent of the

Viewer functionality is defined by the map author who cre-

ated the distribution service. In this way flexible map

applications can be delivered. For example, MapGuide

Viewer allows the possibility to digitise points, lines and

polygons by selecting them from the display, assuming Au-

thor has granted permission for this and provided the tools

to the user.

MapGuide provides a very robust environment with

many security options. It allows the creation of customised

client versions of the same viewing application. On the

other hand, there is a need for advanced system administra-

tion skills in order to configure and monitor the Map Server

and the requirement to convert all spatial information into

the proprietary SDF format, something that increases the

complexity of projects. Problems were found in obtaining

consistent use of colour due to the non-standard colour pal-

ette utilised by MapGuide, this being the AutoCad 256

colour palette rather than using RGB or standard Windows

colour definitions.

MapObjects IMS

IMS Adminstrator is used to start, stop, or configure all

the IMS services. MapObjects IMS can create three types of

applications: ArcExplorer projects; MapObjects applica-

tions that can be embedded in HTML pages; and

MapObjects applications that are ArcExplorer enabled and

compatible (Figure 8).

Figure 8 : Available options for an IMS mapping ser-

vice. (after ESRI, 1998b)
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The first of these three options uses the ArcExplorer

authoring facilities to create an ArcExplorer project. The

other approaches both involve writing a program in a Visual

development environment, such as Visual Basic, which in-

clude MapObject components. These later two options

differ in the way MapObjects is implemented, the main dif-

ference being that one option utilises ArcExplorer ActiveX

embedded in a Web page to carry out viewing and other ma-

nipulations, whereas the other serves maps in static HTML

documents. ArcExplorer ActiveX (AEX) is a Web-enabled

component which allows ArcExplorer projects to be ac-

cessed within Internet Explorer. It is not available within

Netscape as this browser does not support ActiveX technol-

ogy. AEX allows users to view, navigate search and

download data from maps served as ArcExplorer projects,

but maps cannot be edited.

Developing MapObjects applications (either using

AEX or not) obviously requires the author to be capable of

writing programs in Visual Basic or some other Visual lan-

guage, such as Visual C++. While this means there are great

possibilities, each of these languages have their own partic-

ular characteristics and requirements, so considerable

development time may be needed if well constructed and

useful mapping applications are to result. Overall, services

created with the MapObjects environment are limited only

by the programming skills of the developer and the purpose

of the Web site. It allows users to access services, define

their own criteria and request customised information.

IMS Administrator distinguishes between mapping

services prepared as ArcExplorer projects and MapObjects

applications. Configuration options for ArcExplorer pro-

jects include: defining the service name and number of map

instances to create; the project file path; the Map Server IP

address and host name; the image format that will be served

and where the images are stored; and which themes are

open for downloading. For MapObjects applications op-

tions include defining the Internet communications port

and other serving parameters. For Administrator to provide

correct control it is crucial that the same unique service

name is declared to IMS Administrator that was previously

included in the MapObjects application when it was pro-

grammed.

Each active service will create an independent map

control window which loads in system memory. The

amount of memory used can increase significantly accord-

ing to the number of map services provided, so it is

important the Map Serving computer has sufficient re-

sources.

MapObjects IMS provides flexibility in the way that

maps will be saved, using either the standard ArcExplorer

format or as HTML-embedded applications. The configu-

ration stages of establishing a service is easy to follow for

users with limited Web experience. A very useful adminis-

tration tool is provided, which simplifies the monitoring

and maintenance of the Web site. ArcExplorer is an excel-

lent viewing, authoring and retrieval tool. Maps can be

created in a relatively short time, althoughsome design op-

tions, such as the labelling tool, do not always seem to work

correctly.

By incorporating MapObjects IMS components into

programmed projects a high degree of customisation is pos-

sible, assuming programming skills and time are available.

Such map services have the advantage of being viewable by

any web browser without any additional requirements at the

client side.

Geomedia Web Map

GeoMedia Web Administrator allows the author to re-

view the Web server-related systems parameters and

modify several system settings that are used by Geomedia

Web Map. These include, but are not limited to:

� The location of the virtual cache which stores the
files that are generated for each map that is cre-
ated. The cleanup interval for this cache can also
be set to remove these files when no longer re-
quired. Care is needed in setting an appropriate
time as a Web application is likely to need access
to them for further processing (rather than having
to recreate them). The setting has to balance sys-
tem performance and user requirements.

� The Map Server timeout parameter allows a client
request to be cancelled if a Map Server is not avail-
able within a reasonable time. Again this time
must be determined carefully. If there are more
user requests than Map Server processes available
to serve them, the Map Service Manager may not
be able to service client requests in a timely man-
ner. Timeouts are also set on the server’s Web
service (IIS), Active Server Page (ASP) scripting
and in the client browser but the Map Server time
out should be set to expire first.

� The maximum number of map server process that
can be started by the Geomedia Web Map service
can be set, depending upon the system resource of
the Web server.

� Managing log files, including their directory, the
level of information they contain and cleanup in-
terval.

� Setting the default root URL used by Web Map to
substitute for the <%Root%> keyword that can be
used in defining Action Strings for mouse click
events on hotspot features.

The basic Web Map publishing process is illustrated in

Figure 4. GeoMedia Web Map can display both vector and

various formats of raster data. In order to allow GIS data

from a variety of sources to be published Web Map uses a

number of Data Servers to provide an interface to these.

Data can be combined from any selection of these sources

and output into a single map. If a conversion or translation

of co-ordinates is required it is done as the data is accessed

and processed. It is important for response times that only

relevant information is retrieved and converted. Response

times may be improved by locating GIS databases on the

Web server, but an effective implementation may require

the database(s) to be located on a remote server.
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Publishing maps and distributing data to clients with

GeoMedia Web Map requires the use of Web development

and authoring tools. By using ActiveCGM technology

Geomedia Web Map offers basic tools such as pan, zoom,

etc., to allow the begins of map interaction. If these mecha-

nisms are not sufficient it is possible to enhance the Web

server and browser effectiveness it is by using standard Web

development languages (Java, Javascript, VBScript, ASP)

to program the capabilities required by the end user

(viewer). This can be considered either a strength or weak-

ness of Geomedia Web Map: a weakness because it requires

the developer to be able to utilise Web development soft-

ware to implement over and above the basic ones available

with ActiveCGM files and a strength because it gives

Geomedia Web Map great flexibility for developing its ca-

pability by interfacing with other development

environments.

A further consideration is that by using the tools nested

within the ActiveCGM file, operations are performed lo-

cally at the Client and do not need access to the Map Server.

This means they produce a dynamic, faster answer, but their

capabilities are limited. The same capabilities can be pro-

vided in Active Server Pages (ASP), but in this case there is

necessarily interaction with the Map Server. This may delay

response times, but it allows full access to all the GeoMedia

Web Map capabilities.

Some observations on serving maps

The quality aspects of maps delivered to clients can

vary considerably, depending upon a number of factors.

Vector maps tend to give a more lively appearance and have

lots of interaction possibilities. However, this requires good

organisation of the data and can result in very large data

streams, increased computing power requirements at the

Server side and dedicated Clients at the user side. Raster

maps generally have a more static appearance, which can be

exaggerated if the Internet connection is slow. Typically

less interaction is possible, but they have low requirements

on computing power and can be viewed on Web browsers

without specialised add-ons.

The computing power consumed is distributed differ-

ently according to the approach taken. Vector maps need a

powerful processor with lots of memory and free disk space

on the Server side to collect, select, transform and deliver

the data streams to the user. Once the user receives the ini-

tial data, it is likely that the Map Server will receive

supplementary requests for additional or better data as the

user interacts with the map. The Client application utilises

local computing power to navigate, query and activate lay-

ers without requesting additional data (and hence Server

resources).

A new raster map is likely to be created for each single

action at the client side, including navigation, identification

or query, which will have to be transmitted from the Server.

The Server must be adequately equipped with lots of mem-

ory and free disk space to store the images created. The

complexity of map display does not affect the resources re-

quired, only the size of the image.

Conclusions

In terms of authoring and publishing maps on the

Internet, three quite different approaches are taken by the

packages reviewed here. Geomedia Web Map includes the

map authoring tools within the main Administrator module.

MapGuide uses a separate program which is included as

part of the total Internet mapping package. MapObjects

IMS has no authoring facilities, but is intended that ESRIs

ArcExplorer (developed using MapObjects) will be used as

the map authoring tool or that MapObjects applications will

be incorporated into programs written in a Visual program-

ming language.

In terms of choice of Map Server, it is difficult to rec-

ommend any one product over another without knowing the

specific circumstances planned for the Web mapping ser-

vice.

One limitation of the map Servers reviewed is the in-

ability of the end user to fully manipulate and symbolise the

map to their own specification. The user has to accept the

author’s decisions and navigate through given information.

This situation is unlikely to remain the case as new Web

Map Servers are released which will allow the user at the

client end to have more control over the map content and ap-

pearance. This limitation applies to all Map Servers and is

related to how the owner of the data wants to show geo-

graphic information and, most of all, if the owner wants to

completely share what might be considered his ‘property’.

So, although future servers may technically allow fuller ac-

cess, user access will be controlled by those that own,

design and develop the Web site.

Another important development is the Web Mapping

initiative of the Open GIS Consortium (OGC, 2000) within

which software developers are moving towards an open,

interoperable and interconnective future. This will allow

spatial information, almost regardless of source, to be used

together without the need for pre-translation into a common

format.
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Appendix: COMPARISON TABLES

1 : DESCRIPTION OF SOFTWARE TESTED

Autodesk MapGuide 4.0 ESRI MapObjects IMS 2.0 GeoMedia Web Map

Complete suite of products for

authoring and serving maps.

Internet map server enabling exten-

sion to MapObjects

Map authoring and serving system

giving Internet access to GIS data-

bases.

SERVER TOOLS

MapGuide Server

Control centre of the suite, allowing

administration of map services and

data to be configured.

IMS Administrator, IMS Launch Tool,

Developer Controls

Controls the Internet-enabled map ser-

vices. Starts and stops Internet

services on local or remote machines

Enables MapObjects mapping appli-

cations to work on the Internet

GeoMedia Web Map Administrator

Allows the review the Web

server-related system parameters.

GeoMedia Web Map data servers to

allow access GIS information from a

variety of sources.

AUTHORING TOOLS

MapGuide Author

Allows the easy creation and distribu-

tion of maps that will be published.

ArcExplorer

Independent viewing, creating and ed-

iting program (not included in

MapObjects IMS, but available free).

GeoMedia Web Map Administrator

Creates maps in ActiveCGM format

(and JPEG), eliminating the need to

pretranslate map files.

CLIENT TOOLS

MapGuide Viewer

User front end program (plug-in) that

permits browsers to display maps and

adds mapping functionality to them.

Available free from vendor’s Web site.

ArcExplorer

ActiveX control which enables the

serving of maps to dynamic, interac-

tive Web clients.

Available free from vendor’s Web site.

ActiveCGM file

ActiveCGM is the map manipulation

mechanism which enables a built-in

menu with basic functionality. Other

capabilities can be enabled to the cli-

ent, by means of Web development

tools.

A GeoMedia Viewer is also available

free from vendor’s Web site.
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2 : SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Autodesk MapGuide 4.0 ESRI MapObjects IMS 2.0 GeoMedia Web Map

CLIENT SIDE REQUIREMENTS

OPERATING SYSTEM

Windows 2000, Windows 9X or Win-

dows NT 4.0 (Service Pack 4, 5 or 6)

Windows 2000, Windows 9X or Win-

dows NT 4.0 (Service Pack 4, 5 or 6)

Windows 2000, Windows 9X or Win-

dows NT 4.0 (Service Pack 4, 5 or 6)

BROWSER SOFTWARE

MS IE 4.x or higher

Netscape 4.x or higher Java Edition

MS IE 3 or higher

Netscape 3 or higher

MS IE 4.1 (Service Pack 1) or higher

Netscape 4.x or higher

HARDWARE

486 Pentium based PC, Power

Macintosh, Sun SparkStation

16MB RAM

10MB free hard disk space (mini-

mum)

486 Pentium based PC, Power

Macintosh**, SunSpark Station**

16MB RAM

486 Pentium based PC, Power

Macintosh**, SunSpark Station**

16MB RAM

SERVER SIDE REQUIREMENTS

OPERATING SYSTEM

Windows NT 4.0 (Service Pack 4, 5 or

6)

Windows 2000 Server

Windows NT 4.0 (Service Pack 4, 5 or

6)

Windows 2000 Server

Windows NTServer or NTWorkstation

4.0 (Service Pack 6)

Windows 2000 Server or Professional

BROWSER SERVER

Netscape Enterprise Server 3.x (NT4

or W2000)

Microsoft Internet Information Server

4.0 (NT)

Microsoft Internet Information Server

5.0 (W2000)

Netscape Enterprise Server 3.x (NT4

or W2000)

Microsoft Internet Information Server
4.0 (NT)

Microsoft Internet Information Server

5.0 (W2000)

MS Internet Information Server 4.0

(NTS 4.0)

MS Internet Information Server (or
Personal Web Server) 4.0 (NTW 4.0)

MS Internet Information Server 5.0

(W2000)

DATABASE CONNECTIVITY

OLE DB – MDAC 2.5 OLE DB – MDAC 2.5

HARDWARE

Pentium-based PC

128MB RAM (minimum)

25MB free HD space (min) plus space

for data

Pentium-based PC

128MB RAM (minimum)

Pentium Pro Server – 200 MHz or

greater processor

1 GB disk space, 45 MB for typical
installation

64 MB Ram (minimum)

** not all features available
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3 : COMPONENTS AND PROCEDURES FOR SERVING AND VIEWING MAPS

Autodesk MapGuide 4.0 ESRI MapObjects IMS 2.0 GeoMedia Web Map

INSTALLATION

Differences after the Network Operating System (NOS) and Internet Information Service (IIS) or Peer Web Service

(PWS) installation

All three map servers, are easy to install, following the procedures given in their manuals.

Two server agents to act as an inter-

face between IIS (PWS) and

MapGuide Server, to receive and re-

spond to user requests for map data

(mapagent.exe as CGI script and

mapagent_isapi.isa as ISAPI applica-

tion).

Web Server configuration is needed in

order to create the mapping associa-

tion between the Viewer and Map

Window Files.

Choice of three Dynamic Link Li-

braries (DLLs) according to the type

of Web Server (Microsoft, Netscape

and/or UNIX).

A simple configuration is also re-

quired to use IMSLaunch and

IMSCatalog the first time.

IMSLaunch prepares the Web Server

to accept mapping services and re-

quests, registering them with

ESRIMap.dll and IMSCatalog.

IMSCatalog keeps a record of IMS

map services and checks the system

resource availability.

After installing and before running

GeoMedia Web Map for the first time

some setup procedures must com-

pleted:

�
MS Internet Information Services
configuration

�
Set up GeoMedia Web Map
services

Start GeoMedia Web Map Service

AUTHORING TOOLS

MapGuide Author is a dedicated pro-

gram used to create and modify maps

for Internet distribution.

MapGuide Author requires a serial
number and authorization code for
use.

Similar interface structure as other
Autodesk family software.

Works as a stand-alone client
application, requesting data from the
MapGuide Server and saving created
map files in the publishing virtual
directory.

Combines vector and raster files,
along with attribute data and creates
Map Window Files (MWF).

MWF can be embedded in a Web
page or linked directly by an URL

Maps can be printed, copied to the

clipboard and pasted in other applica-

tions. Print preview and page setup are

provided.

ArcExplorer is provided free (but not

part of MapObjects IMS).

ArcExplorer is a spatial exploration
tool, capable of setting up and viewing
Internet mapping applications and
retrieving data from Web servers.

User friendly, with similar interface
structure to ArcView.

Once created, each project file can be
saved anywhere on the network.
Provides two tabs, to gain access to
WWW existing projects or local ones.

The map display can be copied to the
clipboard or saved as an image file
(BMP, EMG).

Has printing capabilities, but the con-

figuring options are limited to choice

of printer and set a map title.

GeoMedia Web Map Administrator

module includes map creation and ed-

iting facitlites.

The Administrator module guides
authors through the process of
creating a Map Definition Files
(MDF).

MDF files define most of the
parameters that the software uses
when creating output maps for the
GeoMedia Web Map Web site.

After the compiled MDF file (.cmdf)
is created it can be embedded on a
Web page.

It is possible to save a region or the
entire map display to the clipboard.
The map display is saved as an .cgm
file.

Common printing capabilities are

available.
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Autodesk MapGuide 4.0 ESRI MapObjects IMS 2.0 GeoMedia Web Map

SERVER TOOLS

MapGuide Server provides no tool to

monitor available or existing map ser-

vices; NT Explorer can be used.

MapGuide Server is a service added to
native NT services.

MapGuide Server Admin program is

used to perform operational and/or ad-

ministering tasks.

IMS Administrator is an complete ad-

ministering tool. Services of all type

can be started, stopped and config-

ured.

Each active service exists on an inde-

pendent map control window and

loads itself in the system memory.

GeoMedia Web Map includes the Ad-

ministrator module to review and

modify the GeoMedia Web

Map-related system settings and to

convert RIS dump files to Access

.mdb database files.

CLIENT TOOLS

MapGuide Viewer has most

MapGuide Author functions, except

editing, publishing and security.

Viewer is a fully customized
application which works only as a
Web browser client.

The extent of the viewer functionality
is defined by MapGuide Author,
which creates and distributes the map
service.

Three versions are supplied: ActiveX

control version for MS Internet Ex-

plorer, plug-in version for Netscape,

and Java Edition for other platforms.

MapObjects IMS has three viewing

possibilities: ArcExplorer, as a

stand-alone program, ArcExplorer

ActiveX (AEX) embedded in a Web

page, and map service in a static

HTML document.

ArcExplorer ActiveX allows users to
view, navigate, search and download
data from maps served as ArcExplorer
projects on the Internet.

No editing is possible.

It is enabled only on MS Internet Ex-

plorer since ActiveX technology is not

supported by Netscape.

The client capabilities are those en-

abled by the ActiveCGM file.

Control is embedded in a Web page in
order to display and interact with the
ACGM file (ActiveX control for
Internet Explorer or a plug-in to use
with Netscape browser).

A GeoMedia Viewer is available free.


